RAJEUNIR
SUBHAS CHANDRA BOSE
CENTENARY COLLEGE
Invites you to join

VIRTUAL ALUMNI MEET 2021
SUNDAY, 30th May, 2021 (3pm onwards)
Google meet link: https://meet.google.com/typ-

mhox-wwn
CLICK HERE FOR REGISTRATION

Reframing
Murshidabad
“ANNO CHOKHE”: Unknown Sites of Murshidabad
“Murshidabad” – the very name is enough for a curious
heart to leap out of its cozy den. Across the district lie
scattered here and there various tombs, palaces,
cemeteries and ruins bearing witness to a bygone era
and providing food for those interested in history.
Natural beauty of Murshidabad, varying exceptionally
in texture, colour and atmosphere from the east to
the west, is a treat to the romantic eyes. This variety,
range and vivacity have imparted on Murshidabad its
uniqueness. It is unfortunate that much of the nature
of that uniqueness still remains unexplored. This
photography competition intends to undertake that
particular exploration—exploration to discover
numerous novel faces of our own beautiful
Murshidabad—and thereby expand the border of our
knowledge of the district. Thus, it proposes to hold a
landmark position in the overall discourse of knowing
Murshidabad and taking her to our heart. This event
would not only enable us to unravel newer aspects of
Murshidabad, but also showcase various angles of
developments of growing individual minds whom the
College tends to transform into complete, sensitive
and sensible human beings.

Future project:
■ Prepare a thematic map of Murshidabad.
■ Construct a virtual photo gallery (Tasbir-e- Murshidabad)
■ Publish an ISBN book with selected articles and photograph.

Registration is free but compulsory

•
To bring out various unknown and
obscure aspects of Murshidabad to public
view
•
To encourage the students and engage
them in this “conversation” with the district.

•
A participant can submit only one photograph for the event.
•
The photograph can be either in colour or B/W.
•
The photograph must have a caption. No entry should be allowed
without caption.
•
No editing on the submitted photograph is allowed. Discovery of
evidence of editing on the photo at any level of judgement would lead to
immediate cancellation of the submission.
•
Participants must mention the name of the model of the camera/mobile
phone with which the photograph has been captured. Send your pictures to the
mail id: scbccalumni@gmail.com

•

Disregard of the instruction mentioned above would lead

to prompt disqualification of the participant.
•

Photographs of the first fifteen (15) participants would be displayed

on the college website.

•

All participants would be given e-certificates (registration

mandatory).
• The college authority never encourages any one to violate Covid

protocol.

Last date of registration and submission: 23 rd May 2021

